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Sessions  Outcomes	
•  To review the PDSA Cycles for the introduction and 

4 Growth Mindset Lessons. 
•  To vet and select the Mindset Works, PERTS Lessons 

and formative assessments. 
•  To create a checklist of those lesson components 

selected to be taught. 
•  To create SMART Goals for the teaching and 

assessing of Growth Mindset Concepts.  



Grounding:  	
•  Why is growth mindset 

important for equity in 
education? 

•  How do we foster a 
growth mindset in our 
students? 

•  What does it look like to 
foster growth mindset in 
ourselves? 



PDSA  Cycle  1d:  Teaching  and  
Learning  about  Brain  Basics	



PDSA  Cycle  2d:  Teaching  &  
Learning  about  Brain  Behavior	



PDSA  Cycle  3d:  Teaching  &  
Learning    about  Brain  Building	



PDSA  Cycle  4d:  Teaching  &  
Learning    about  Brain  Boosters	



Aspect  of  a  Classroom  Teaching  that  

Communicate  Growth  Mindset  Messages	

Source:  J.  Boaler  2013	



Introduction	
Vetting Protocol: 
•  Read and Highlight 1-7 
•  Read the Printable 

Materials and think 
about what activities 
and materials would be 
essential to teach. 

•  Discuss and decide 
what components on 
page 7 to teach 

•  Add them to a 
checklist 



Unit  1:  Brain  Basics	
Vetting Protocol: 
•  Read and Highlight 2-5 
•  Read the Printable 

Materials and think about 
what activities and 
materials would be 
essential to teach for the 
formative assessment-
Check It Quiz. 

•  Discuss and decide what 
components on page 5 
to teach 

•  Add them to a checklist 
 



Unit  2:  Brain  Behavior	
Vetting Protocol: 
•  Read and Highlight 2-5 
•  Read the Printable 

Materials and think about 
what activities and 
materials would be 
essential to teach for the 
formative assessment-
Check It Quiz. 

•  Discuss and decide what 
components on page 5 
to teach 

•  Add them to a checklist 



Unit  3:  Brain  Building	
Vetting Protocol: 
•  Read and Highlight 2-5 
•  Read the Printable 

Materials and think about 
what activities and 
materials would be 
essential to teach for the 
formative assessment-
Check It Quiz. 

•  Discuss and decide what 
components on page 5 
to teach 

•  Add them to a checklist 
 



Unit  4:  Brain  Boosters	
Vetting Protocol: 
•  Read and Highlight 2-5 
•  Read the Printable 

Materials and think about 
what activities and 
materials would be 
essential to teach for the 
formative assessment-
Check It Quiz. 

•  Discuss and decide what 
components on page 5 
to teach 

•  Add them to a checklist 



PERTS  Growth  Mindset  
Lessons	

Integration Protocol 
•  Read the Introduction 

and Objectives and 
Highlight. 

•  Read the Activities. 
•  Decide which ones can 

support the other 4 
lessons and where in the 
pacing they might go. 

•  If any activities were 
chosen add them to the 
checklist 



Scheduling  the  Lessons,  Formative  
Assessments,  &  Surveys	

•  Calendar Lesson & 
Assessments 
Components for 
February 

•  Calendar Lesson and 
Assessments 
Components for March 



SMART  Goal  Template	



The  Golden  Circle	



It  Starts  with  You	
•  The most important factor in fostering a growth 

mindset is you, the teacher, in what and how you 
communicate a growth mindset, and your model of 
the growth mindset. Your mindset will inspire theirs. 

•  I believe in you! 
•  And . .  I know you can do it  



What’s  Next	
•  Implementation of Improvement Pathway 2 and 3 
•  February 17th-20th 

o  PDSA Cycle 1b-Process Praise and Feedback 
o  PDSA Cycle 1d: Introduction and Lesson on Brain Basics. 

•  February 23rd-27th 
o  PDSA Cycle 2b-Process Praise and Feedback 
o  PDSA Cycle 2d-Brain Behavior 

•  March 2nd-6th 
o  PDSA Cycle 1c-Potraying Challenge, Effort, and Mistakes in Math as 

Valuable 
o  PDSA Cycle 3d-Brain Building 

•  March 9th-13th 
o  PDSA Cycle 2c-Portraying Challenge, Effort, and Mistakes in Math as 

Valuable 
o  PDSA Cycle 4d-Brain Boosters 

 
 
 



Thank  You!	


